
Engage the City 
Through Groups 

We have identified locations within close proximity to Immanuel (1-mile and 3-mile radius). Adult and Family groups are 
challenged to MOBILIZE their members into these areas, commit to and execute the following plan, and see 
transformation happen in this part of the city and our groups. 

‣Saturate with Presence and Prayer 
Suppose we truly want to see our city transformed and, ultimately, our world. In that case, we must take the Gospel, in 
word and deed, to all people—the familiar and unfamiliar, mainstream and marginalized, disengaged and 
unengaged. If we are going to engage both those in regular proximity to us and those in our city, we must be 
intentional. We must plan it, prepare for it, and strategically create times to saturate our city in prayer and the 
presence of believers. We have to put in the time, work at it, and work at it together! This will require the giving of 
ourselves and the loving of others in our city as we engage our area in the city. 

As we humbly pray for our city privately and publicly, obstacles begin to crumble. When we initiate conversation and 
invest time in people rather than solely projects, presumptions begin to diminish.  As relationships begin to form based 
on genuine, Christ-like love for people, strongholds weaken. People begin to notice and want to know the ‘why’ 
behind the ‘what.’  

 FTC Prayerwalking Map | 1-Mile [Google Map] 
 Using Google Maps [PDF] 
 Prayerwalking Guide [PDF] 
 Knowing Your Mission Field [PDF] 

 Community Needs Survey [PDF] 
 A Better Way to Pray for Our City [Article] 
 Bless Every Home [Tool] 

‣Connect with People 
Kingdom-advancing work starts with intentionality and culminates with the relationship. We must be intentional with 
connecting to those in regular proximity to us and those in our city. An initial connection could be a wave or “hello!” 
Connecting with people should be a natural outflow of our consistent presence in these areas empowered by prayer. 
These connections should always eventually lead to conversations. Conversations create the backbone of healthy 
relationships. Many of us struggle to have meaningful conversations and take a curious listener’s posture with the 
other person (and not ourselves) at the center.  

There is not a more meaningful conversation than one where we point people to Jesus. In some cases, it is best to jump 
right in, share your faith story, communicate the Gospel, and offer them a chance to respond to Jesus. In other cases, 
it is best to listen for a long while, over multiple conversations, all the time establishing trust and building bridges to 
their ultimate need of Jesus. Prayer will be the best way to discern the timing of this. Regardless, we want them to 
know Jesus and experience life with Him. This can only happen if we share Jesus with them and disciple them. 

 Having a Gospel Conversation [Online Training] 
 Tips for Having a Gospel Conversation [PDF] 
 10 Questions | Listening to Others [PDF] 
 My Faith Story | Vocabulary Tips [PDF] 
 My Faith Story | Worksheet [PDF] 

 Engaging Other Worldviews [PDF] 
 Life on Mission (3 Circles) [iOS/Google Play] 
 Dare2Share [iOS/Google Play] 
 Life in 6 Words [iOS/Google Play] 
 God Tools [iOS/Google Play] 

‣Establish Healthy Relationships 
Often we seek to change the situation we find ourselves in, or we see someone else in, without truly pursuing 
transformation. True transformation requires more than meeting surface-level needs. Meeting needs is often one of 
the most difficult challenges to overcome, not due to scarcity of resources, but the necessary wisdom and discernment 
to establish a relationship not built upon a dependency on resources. The potential of placing ourselves as the ‘hero’ 
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and ‘rescuer’ who swoops in and fixes people’s problems is high, and it is not helpful. Yes, some needs can and should 
be met, but only those that add significant value to the person, not the situation.  

Healthy relationships focus on people as people rather than people as projects. God creates us with a purpose. God 
desires to have a right relationship with everyone. The only dependencies that man should ever have are to Jesus for 
salvation, the Bible for knowing God, His provision, His plan for our lives, and the Holy Spirit to empower us to live as 
God intended. Establishing healthy relationships is a process. It takes regular, small, yet faithful steps of obedience. 

 The Poverty Mindset [Online Training] 
 Boundaries [Online Training] 

 Healthy Relationship Checklist [PDF] 

Help Yourself Guide [PDF] 
When Helping Hurts [Book] 
What Every Church Member Should Know About 
Poverty [Book] 

‣Identify Persons of Peace 
As we spend time connecting with people in our city, be alert and pursue identifying Persons of Peace that may serve 
as a gateway to further Kingdom advancement. These people will most likely be identified in the healthy relationships 
we have established. We must continue to pray for God to lead us to these gatekeepers. 

 Persons of Peace [PDF] 
 3 Keys to Finding a Person of Peace [Article] 
 Beyond Persons of Peace [PDF] 

‣Expand Points of Connection 
After weeks, if not months, of connecting to a few in our city, resulting in hopefully a handful of healthy relationships 
leading to potential persons of peace, it is now time to expand our reach a little. For those that have already begun 
establishing healthy relationships, continue to pour into these relationships. Ask these new friends for additional ways 
to connect to their neighbors through special events, meals, common interests, etc. Consider having a monthly 
barbecue in the area, a block party with inflatables, etc., with the intent of expanding the reach of the Gospel. 

 Community Engagement Ideas [PDF] 
 The Art of Neighboring [Book] 

‣Start a Group 
Throughout this time of engaging our city, we have had multiple opportunities to tell them about Jesus in word and 
deed, connect in meaningful ways and establish healthy relationships. Now it is time to start a group in the city. This is 
the time when having identified that person of peace becomes integral into expanding how wide and deep those in 
our city are willing to go. This is the time to start coaching the person of peace to host or co-lead this new group.  

We know that our church offers some great group options on campus. Hopefully, by now, some in the city have even 
attended a worship service, small group, or ministry event.  However, many more have not. Starting a group in the city 
is of utmost importance. We recommend using Starting Point as a guide. This resource is an eight-session tool to create 
a safe place to grow, learn, connect, ask questions, and explore faith, Christianity, and Jesus. Starting Point is 
designed for: 
- Seekers: those who are curious about God, Jesus, the Bible, or Christianity. 
- Starters: those who have just begun a relationship with Jesus Christ. 
- Returners: those who have some church experience but have been away for awhile. 

 SP - New Leader Orientation [In-Person Training] 
 SP - Intro to Leadership [PDF] 

 SP - Leaders [Website] 
 SP - Members [Website] 
 SP - Story Cards [Tool, Also in Missions Office] 
 SP - Member Book [Book] 

3 Reasons Bible Storying is Essential for Making 
Disciples [Article] 
Biblical Storying [Article] 
Story Runners [Resource] 
Truth That Sticks [Book] 
Story Thru the Bible [Book]
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